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Introducing Novy Bereber, who is making the Philippines – not just the LGBT communit
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It wasn’t in the plan.

“I was at a crossroads in my life (when) my favourite tita suggested I join the danc
the Dagyaw Theatre and Dance Company (DTDC) at the Iloilo National High Schoo
basically to keep me out of trouble because I was kind of wild, and the (company’s
was famous for his strictness,” Novy J. Bereber recalls. It was then when “I sudden
discovered I loved to dance.”

That was in the 1990s, prior to Bereber’s receiving citations from the dance compa
all for him as the most outstanding dancer for 1998, seven years after he �rst recei
accolade, in 1991. It was somewhat providential, therefore, for him to, years later, 

NOVY J. BEREBER

Dancer/Choreographer
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Novy Bereber believes that “dance is a marginal and risky way of life. Openly gay men in

the Philippines have already made a commitment to truth in their lives, just one example

of the courage which they need to exist as honest and whole human beings. I hope we

bring this commitment to honesty, truth, and the beauty which underlie them to what we

do in dance.”

career in dancin
up as the most o
scholar of Ballet
(BP), before he, 
up dance teache
(2001 and 2006)

It wasn’t always
Bereber recalls. 
one, we) weren’t
off,” he says, not
�nancial limitat
end many would
careers – someth
case, remedied b
scholarships, so 
fortunately, he w
to get a graduate

the class of performing arts of INHS. Related to this, and a bigger – if not biggest –
he encountered in dancing is the “low status given to dance and dancers in this co
(consequently the low) �nancial remuneration,” so that, when he started, “my bar
particularly supportive (while I was) trying to graduate from high school, so that �
to combine dancing and study, AND maintain the level of dance training needed to
was really hard.”

READ:  Act, speak up - Geena Rocero

After noting that, “to achieve high positions in our profession we undergo more tr
education than lawyers, and yet are paid less than tinderas,” Bereber actually �nis
bachelor of science in commerce degree from Iloilo Doctors’ College. But in dancin
he found, and still �nds, the ful�lment he looks for.

DANCING GAY

Bereber believes that “dance is a marginal and risky way of life. Openly gay men in
Philippines have already made a commitment to truth in their lives, just one exam
courage which they need to exist as honest and whole human beings. I hope we br
commitment to honesty, truth, and the beauty which underlie them to what we do
he says.

https://outragemag.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/novy-001.jpg
https://outragemag.com/act-speak-geena-rocero/
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What Novy Bereber �nds ins

GLBTQI community is “our co

re-invent ourselves in the fac

challenges; our way of facing

with humour and not anger. T

we get mad, we don’t get eve

much more fabulous,” he says

Not that society has truly completely embraced the
GLBTQI community. “Though the Philippines has been
accepting of its(GLBTQI) community since time
immemorial, this acceptance has included a perception
that this community is second-class, somehow to be
tolerated and not really taken seriously,” Bereber notes.
“This is ridiculous. The (GLBTQI) community provide a
hugely disproportionate percentage of artists in this
country, in every discipline, actually, and frankly, people
should just get over it. Hello!”

READ:  Bebs Gohetia: Continuing Struggles

Bereber adds: “The Philippines is a strongly religious country, and sometimes the 
church and state gets blurred. Perhaps our religious leaders should remember that
‘God is Love.’ He didn’t say ‘this’ kind of love or ‘that’ kind of love.’ Though I am a
Roman Catholic, I don’t think anyone should be penalized for loving someone, wh
gender, or, of course, lahi, religion, or social status.”

What Bereber �nds inspiring in the GLBTQI community is “our constant ability to
ourselves in the face of new challenges; our way of facing those challenges with hu
not anger. The fact that when we get mad, we don’t get even, we just get much mo
he says.

And in “fabulousness” is where Bereber �nds some hope.

“(GLBTQIs) should just continue to be fabulous. The rest of the community will th
they’re persecuted, put down, not given full civil rights; and they continue to be fa

https://outragemag.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/novy-004.jpg
https://outragemag.com/bebs-gohetia-continuing-struggles/
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“Though the Philippines has been accepting of

its (LGBT) community since time immemorial,

this acceptance has included a perception that

this community is second-class, somehow to be

tolerated and not really taken seriously,” Novy

Bereber notes. “This is ridiculous.”

Perhaps they’re doing something right. Perhaps we should be more like them,” he 
should just stay fabulous. It wears them down. Whenever the straight world pause
that here is a historically persecuted community which has managed to remain ca
kind and funny and – especially – despite all the trouble they’ve thrown at us – go
another bit of the bad stuff crumbles. Every time a great entertainer comes out, an
of the wall of senseless intolerance crumbles.”

VARIED EXPERIENCES

Bereber, even for his relatively young age, has already made the rounds in the �eld
stay in.

He was soloist in Augustus Damian’s Soledad 
Angel Earns His Wings; Agnes Locsin’s Anak A
Lugnasin’s Fan Three and Buhay; Alvin Erasga
Field 1; and Denisa Reyes’ In the Name of the 
among others. And then he choreographed
CCP/Department of Tourism’s Windows to Pa
of Country and Eight Windows to Paradise, W
Theatre’s Musical Wonderland, CCP’s Tribute 
Artist of the Theatre: Daisy Avellana, Broadwa
Entertainment’s The King and I (Broadway Mu
Tour), also among others. And for freelance w
choreographed Barbie Production/AKS Live Ev
Dancing Princesses: A Musical Fairy Tale; Tan
Pilipino’s Bakeretta (Ghost Operetta); Wi-Fi In
Contemporary Dance Festival’s Taong Bola; an
Dance School’s Gloria, Gloria and Hampang T
yet again, also among others.

READ:  3 Ways to use what you've learned from your own experiences to help others

What he considers as his biggest achievement? “That the boy from Iloilo could bec
member of our national company, become the youngest choreographer working fo
have success with a very individual and personal style,” he beams, then immediate
don’t think I’ve come close yet to my biggest achievement.”

https://outragemag.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/novy-002.jpg
https://outragemag.com/3-ways-to-use-what-youve-learned-from-your-own-experiences-to-help-others/
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RELATED TOPICS:

This far into his career, though, he has no regrets, quoting Edith Piaf’s “Non, Rien
Non, Je Ne Regrette Rien – I just love Piaf,” he smiles.

Bereber considers as mentors many of the Philippines’ arts who’s who, including D
Edwin C. Duero (the one to start his dancing), Ballet Manila’s Lisa Macuja and Osi
New York City Ballet’s Frank Ohman, Jazz de Montreal’s Edward Hillyer, Jeune Bal
France’s Ernest Mandap, Ramon Obusan Folkloric Group’s Ramon Obusan, and Ba
Philippines’ Edna Vida, Alice Reyes, Denisa Reyes, Agnes Locsin, Susan Nakauchi,
Sicangco, Victor Ursabia, Noordin Jumalon, and Nonoy Froilan.

“I happily and readily embrace every opportunity to expand my artistic vision, trai
experience overseas. But I am, �rst and foremost, a Filipino dancer. I will always co
My heart and my commitment are here,” Bereber says. “I truly believe in creating 
choreographic and artistic language that expresses, re�ects, and extends the extra
mix of cultures and in�uences that is Filipino. More than any other Asian nation, w
national background that can help us show the world a new way — artistically,
choreographically, whatever.” Then, with a wide smile: “Go, go, Philippines! Todo 
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Not all men idolize Western
ideals of muscularity

Men and women who ‘sound’
gay viewed as less competent,
less suitable for jobs – study



Living with HIV at
Covid-19 lockdow



LGBTQIA people as Covid-19’s
hidden victims forced to
choose between risking
infection or starving

Idaho legislature eyes to ban
transgender people from
modifying birth certificates

Disadvantaged so
contact with privi
less likely to supp
change toward eq

As a frontliner during the COVID-19 pandemic, trans barangay kagawad Kristine T. Iba

Antipolo City said that her work may be risky, but it’s gratifying because she is one of th

help the needy. Right now, she said, everyone’s �ghting, but “this is the time when we sh

united as one. We should have one goal. And that is to stop this pandemic.”

Trans kagawad at the COVID-19 frontlin
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“It’s very risky to be at the frontline because (in the case of COVID-19) we can’t s
enemy,” said Kristine T. Ibardolaza, a barangay kagawad of Barangay Mayamot i
Antipolo City, one of the frontliners facing COVID-19 pandemic. “But as days (pa
am able to say that it’s gratifying because you know you are one of those who he
needy.”

Kristine admitted that “you’re also only human so it gets hard. It’s physically draining, 
mental torture.” However, “we still trust that everything (happens for a reason).”

A barangay kagawad (in English, barangay councilor) is an elected government of�cial,
member of the Sangguniang Barangay/Barangay Council of a particular barangay, the s
administrative division in the Philippines. As local leaders, they are directly in touch w
people at the grassroots/communities.

With the Enhanced Community Quarantine (ECQ) due to Covid-19, barangay of�cials w
tasked by Pres Rodrigo Duterte to helm the response to the COVOD-19 pandemic And

CONTINUE READING
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Before discovering she’s a woman, Ruffy Yulo – an intersex person with Klinefelter synd

said people gossiped that she “just wanted” to be a woman so she “can sleep around.” Th

of intersex experience, she now says, ignores the dif�culties intersex people go through

Defining who you are…

#KARANIWANGLGBT

Published 2 months ago on Feb 6, 2020

By Michael David dela Cruz Tan 

This is part of #KaraniwangLGBTQIA, which Outrage Magazine of�cially launched o
26, 2015 to offer vignettes of LGBT people/living, particularly in the Philippines, to gi
called “everyday people” – in this case, the common LGBTQIA people – that chance to

their stories.
As Outrage Magazine editor Michael David C. Tan says: “All our stories are valid – n

the stories of the ‘big shots’. And it’s high time we start telling all our stories.”
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Assigned male at birth, Ruffy Yulo, 42 from Ortigas/Pasig City, was already 29 wh
discovered “I’m actually intersex.”

She recalled though that, earlier, “when I was 19, when I went to the doctor, I would alw
get checked. The doctor would always say I have hormonal imbalance.”

But one day, when she was 29, she met a doctor in a gathering for gay and bi men. “The
time he saw me, he asked me what I was doing in that gathering.”CONTINUE READING

Van Sanchez, the trans woman vice president of the Baguio City Federation of the Sang

Kabataan, believes LGBTQIA people should be strong in �ghting for what they feel in th

For her, it’s time to show haters that “we’re already here, and we’re standing up for our 

rights.”

Trans in Baguio

#KARANIWANGLGBT

Published 3 months ago on Jan 30, 2020

By Michael David dela Cruz Tan 
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This is part of #KaraniwangLGBTQIA, which Outrage Magazine of�cially launched o
26, 2015 to offer vignettes of LGBT people/living, particularly in the Philippines, to gi
called “everyday people” – in this case, the common LGBTQIA people – that chance to

their stories.
As Outrage Magazine editor Michael David C. Tan says: “All our stories are valid – n

the stories of the ‘big shots’. And it’s high time we start telling all our stories.”

Van Sanchez, 25 years old from Baguio City, realized she’s trans when she was 15
wasn’t… surprising for her, since “there are other LGBTQIA people in (my) clan,”
said. “There are 11 of us brothers and sisters. Two of us are ‘bakla’. We also have
sibling who’s a lesbian. So we’re totally complete in the family – we have lesbian
gay members.”

Perhaps it is this that made her family more accepting of her, since when Van’s parents
out she’s trans, “they didn’t react badly… They still fully support us.”CONTINUE READING
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Forever Diosa may not have personally experienced discrimination as a gay man, but hi

with supportive family – isn’t always easy. His heart has been broken, for instance. But h

in using pain to elevate oneself – something, he said, LGBTQIA people should learn.

Forever seeking the love…

#KARANIWANGLGBT

Published 3 months ago on Jan 23, 2020

By Michael David dela Cruz Tan 

This is part of #KaraniwangLGBTQIA, which Outrage Magazine of�cially launched o
26, 2015 to offer vignettes of LGBT people/living, particularly in the Philippines, to gi
called “everyday people” – in this case, the common LGBTQIA people – that chance to

their stories.
As Outrage Magazine editor Michael David C. Tan says: “All our stories are valid – n

the stories of the ‘big shots’. And it’s high time we start telling all our stories.”
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People told Forever Diosa that “if being gay is a sickness, then it can be washed a
he said. So then gay people can just shower every day to wash this away. “But you
wash this away. And so there’s that pain when people mock you for being gay… E
time we step out, we have to accept we’d be ridiculed even if we did nothing wron

Forever Diosa (a.k.a. Geraldine Madridano; and lives in Malabon, Metro Manila) was “�
years old when I knew I am part of the LGBTQIA community. I knew because I felt it,” h
adding that nothing, in particular, triggered this realization.CONTINUE READING

Noting their difference even as a toddler, Alym Escultura came out as a lesbian while gr

But they discovered that they are actually also intersex, which they said “complicates th

for many people” because of “confusion”. As part of Intersex Philippines, Alym now educ

about intersex issues, while pushing for recognition that “intersex people should be inc

discourses of equality.”

Lesbian and intersex

#KARANIWANGLGBT
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This is part of #KaraniwangLGBTQIA, which Outrage Magazine of�cially launched o
26, 2015 to offer vignettes of LGBT people/living, particularly in the Philippines, to gi
called “everyday people” – in this case, the common LGBTQIA people – that chance to

their stories.
As Outrage Magazine editor Michael David C. Tan says: “All our stories are valid – n

the stories of the ‘big shots’. And it’s high time we start telling all our stories.”

Myla “Alym” Escultura, 44 and originally from Bicol, thinks they was a toddler w
knew I’m different. I identi�ed – and accepted – this difference by identifying as 
lesbian. But there were questions in me on why my being a lesbian was different 
the other lesbian women.”

When Alym was 22. “I realized I’m not just a lesbian, I am also intersex.”

Alym knew of this from resources she obtained online, after talking to people who are a
intersex from all over the world and – just as relevant – from “personal experience”

CONTINUE READING
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Assigned female at birth, Jeff Cagandahan petitioned the court to change his name and

marker because of his intersex condition. His case reached the Supreme Court, which s

him in 2008. He now helms Intersex Philippines, which he hopes will help make the “I” v

LGBTQIA community.

Intersex Pride

#KARANIWANGLGBT

Published 4 months ago on Dec 19, 2019

By Michael David dela Cruz Tan 

This is part of #KaraniwangLGBTQIA, which Outrage Magazine of�cially launched o
26, 2015 to offer vignettes of LGBT people/living, particularly in the Philippines, to gi
called “everyday people” – in this case, the common LGBTQIA people – that chance to

their stories.
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As Outrage Magazine editor Michael David C. Tan says: “All our stories are valid – n
the stories of the ‘big shots’. And it’s high time we start telling all our stories.”

Jeff Cagandahan – 38 years old; from Paete, Laguna – was assigned female at bir
named Jennifer Cagandahan. But even “when I was young, I knew I was different
couldn’t exactly say when I knew; but I knew even as a kid that I’m different.”

At that time, Jeff said he didn’t know of intersex conditions, but “I knew I’m different b
of my ambiguous genitalia. I was assigned female at birth, but my genitalia wasn’t wha

ll f d i ”
CONTINUE READING
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